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No sleeping allowed  



How many rewards programs do you belong to? 



The average person belongs to between 17-18 rewards programs 

Source: CHR and SAS Webcast Focuses on Making the Most of Guest Loyalty Programs 



“…loyalty membership rose 16.3% 
from 2008 to 2010, in part because 

many industry players saw loyalty as 
a way to compete.” 

Source: 2011 COLLOQUY Loyalty Census 
• Memberships expressed in millions 

• “Other” includes Coalition, Entertainment, Internet, Telecom, Cable, etc. 



Source: Top 100 Attributes of Favorite Loyalty Programs  

What does a rewards program mean to you? 



“…a structured marketing effort that rewards, and therefore encourages, loyal 
buying behavior — behavior which is potentially beneficial to the firm.”  

Source: Wikipedia 





In what century was 

the concept of a 

loyalty program first 

introduced? 



Slide 3: History of loyalty programs 

Beginning in 1793, 
a U.S. merchant 
started giving out 
copper tokens 
which could be 
collected by the 
consumer and 
exchanged for 
items in the store. 
Source: Wikipedia/Loyalty marketing 

History of loyalty programs 
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Blue Stamp Trading 

System introduced 

the first trading 

stamps in 1891 
Source: Wikipedia/Loyalty marketing 

Est. 1897 



Source: Wikipedia/Loyalty marketing 

1929 
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Pane 
gratuito per 

la tua 
famiglia 



The first modern frequent flyer 
program was created by Texas 
International Airlines in 1979 

Source: Wikipedia/Loyalty marketing 



Which chain produced 

the first hotel 

loyalty program?  



“Many of us who have learned 
the value of miles and points 
find ourselves spending far 
more time these days enjoying 
our award redemption of hotel 
points than we do our airline 
award redemption.” 

Hotel loyalty programs came onto the travel scene 30 years ago 

Source: Miles & points by Randy Petersen July 2008 



Source: 2011 COLLOQUY Loyalty Census; 
2009 COLLOQUY Loyalty Census; 2007 COLLOQUY Loyalty Census 
• Figures detail 2006-2010 growth 

The Great Recession’s 
influence on loyalty across 

industry sectors 
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2013 



Source: Customersthatstick.com 





Business travel is fun … 
  

… not really 



Road Warriors 
and seasoned 

travelers take on 
average over 20 

trips /year 
Source: Stash Rewards survey 2010 



SOURCE: http://www.steelcase.com/en/resources/industries/hospitality/documents/hospitality_seating%20brochure_single.pdf 

Frequent travelers make up only 10% of guests, 
but they can account for 44% of hotel nights 





Family 
vacation! 



Source: The Traveler’s Road to Decision, Google and Ipsos MediaCT. July 2012. 
(C1) Which, if any, of the following travel-related loyalty/rewards program do you belong to? Base: Belong to a 

rewards program: Business (n = floating 194 – 1,051) and leisure (n = floating 339 – 1,518) travelers. 

It’s not just 

business 

travelers 

that enroll 

in Loyalty 

Programs 



Source: The Traveler’s Road to Decision, Google and Ipsos MediaCT. July 2012. 
(Loy3) In general, who do you sign up for travel-related loyalty/rewards programs? Base: Belong to a rewards 

program Leisure (n = 2,308), Business (n= 1,328), Affluent (n = 1,614) 

The #1 reason why all travelers 

enroll in loyalty programs 



Are you a road warrior or a point junkie? 



http://www.thestrandnyc.com/default-en.html


How do 

you 

attract 

new 

customers? 



Level the 

playing field 



Hotel Rewards Program 

Increase brand awareness 



Change the behavior of your existing guests 

Source: Stash Rewards Member Survey  2011 
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Source: CHR and SAS Webcast Focuses on Making the Most of Guest Loyalty Programs 
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2% of SPG Members account for 30% of profits 



Drive more direct bookings 



Increase  
LNR  

business 



Book more 
groups and 
meetings 



Help! 



Add more value 



Improve 

communication 

with your best 

customers 
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